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The uptake of anthropogenic CO2 by the ocean is simulated using a perturbation approach 
in a three-dimensional global general circulation model. Atmospheric pCO2 is prescribed for the 
period 1750-1990 using the combined Siple ice core and Mauna Loa records. For the period 1980 
to 1989, the average flux of CO• into the ocean is 1.9 GtC•yr. However the bomb radiocarbon 
simulation of Toggweiler et al. (1989b) shows that the surface to deep ocean exchange in this 
model is too sluggish. Hence the CO• uptake calculated by the model is probably below the 
actual value. The observed atmospheric increase in 1980 to 1989 is 3.2 GtC•yr, for a combined 
atmosphere-ocean total of 5.1 GtC/yr. This is comparable to the estimated fossil CO• production 
of 5.4 GtC/yr, implying that other sources and sinks (such as from deforestation, enhanced growth 
of land biota, and changes in the ocean carbon cycle) must be approximately in balance. The 
sensitivity of the uptake to the gas exchange rate is small: a 100% increase in gas exchange rate 
gives only a 9.2% increase in cumulative oceanic uptake. Details of the penetration into different 
oceanic regions are discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A balanced budget for anthropogenic CO•. continues to 
elude the scientific community despite the passing of more 
than five decades since the papers of Callendar [1938, 1940, 
1949], who first investigated in a systematic way the in- 
crease of CO•. in the atmosphere. The only relatively firm 
constraints on this budget are the increase in atmospheric 
CO•. measured at monitoring stations since the late 1950's 
[e.g., Keeling and Heimann, 1986; Keeling et al., 19894; 
Beardsmore and Pearman, 1987; Conway et al., 1988] and in 
ice cores going back two centuries [Neftel et al., 1985; Friedli 
et al., 1986], and the release of CO•. by burning of fossil fuels 
and production of cement [Rotty and Masters, 1985; Mar- 
land, 1989]. By contrast, estimates of the oceanic sink and 
terrestrial biospheric source due to deforestation and land 
use change have large uncertainties associated with them. 
Furthermore, as the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC) summary of these sources and sinks shows 
(Table 1) , there remains a large missing sink of 1.6+1.4 
GtC/yr [Houghton et al., 1990]. Carbon cycle modelers 
have generally assumed that the missing sink is terrestrial 
biota through an enhancement of vegetation growth [e.g., 
Siegenthaler and Oeschger, 1987], but no direct evidence for 
this exists. 

The consensus represented by Table I has recently re- 
ceived a severe challenge from the study of Tans et al. 
[1990]. They have produced new estimates of the terres- 
trial and oceanic sources and sinks by an analysis of atmo- 
spheric and oceanic CO•. observations in combination with 
a three-dimensional (3-D) model of atmospheric CO•. trans- 
port. Their model of atmospheric CO•. transport, when 
constrained by the observed interhemispheric CO•. gradi- 
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ent, does not permit a large enough interhemispheric trans- 
port from the regions of anthropogenic CO• production in 
the northern hemisphere to allow for a significant south- 
ern hemisphere ocean sink, a result confirmed by Keeling et 
al. [1989b]. The interhemispheric transport is barely ade- 
quate to account for the observed southern hemisphere at- 
mospheric CO• increase. The northern hemisphere oceanic 
uptake estimate which Tans et al. obtain from oceanic ob- 
servations is less than I GtC/yr over the period 1981-1987. 
Thus, they conclude that the total oceanic sink must be less 
than I GtC/yr over the period 1981-1987. This is half the 
number given in Table I and by Keeling et al. [1989b], and 
implies that the net imbalance in the carbon budget must 
necessarily be balanced by a sink of more than 2.6 GtC/yr in 
the terrestrial biosphere, with much of this uptake occurring 
in the temperate latitudes of the northern hemisphere. 

The estimates of oceanic uptake of CO• given in Table 
I come primarily from box models such as the simple one- 
dimensional box-diffusion and outcrop-diffusion models of 
Oeschger et al. [1975] and $iegenthaler [1983], which are cal- 
ibrated with ocean tracer observations such as natural and 

bomb radiocarbon. More sophisticated box models also ex- 
ist, such as those of Bolin et al. [1987] (see review by Baes 
et al. [1985]). However, few of these models provide the 
horizontal spatial resolution at the surface that is needed 
to better understand the implications of the Tans et al. 
[1990] study. Furthermore, none of these models has realistic 
physics and they must therefore rely entirely on tracer cali- 
brations for estimating appropriate parameters to represent 
the effects of ocean circulation, diffusion, and convection. 
The only published studies that have been carried out with 
more realistic 3-D ocean general circulation models are those 
of Maier-Reimer and Hasselmann [1987], and Bacastow and 
Maier-Reimer [1990], the latter of which is also discussed 
in Volk and Bacastow [1989], and a calculation presented 
by Keeling et al. [1989a]. All these studies make use of the 
"Hamburg" ocean model originally proposed by Hasselmann 
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TABLE 1. The 1980-1989 IPCC Budget for 
CO2 Perturbation 

Average 
Perturbation* 

GtC/yr 

Sources 

Fossil 5.4:•0.5 

Deforestation 1.6• 1.0 

Total 7.0•1.2 

Sinks 

Atmosphere 3.4-4-0.2 
Oceans (Steady State Models) 2.0+0.8 

Total 5.4•0.8 

Sinks Unaccounted For 1.6•1.4 

Taken from Houghton et al. [1990]. 
* 1 GtC--10 TM kg C. 

[1982] and developed by Maier-Reimer et al. [1982]. They 
give total CO2 uptake estimates which are consistent with 
the simpler models as well as showing a large uptake by the 
southern hemisphere ocean. 

This paper documents the results of a first simulation 
utilizing a 3-D primitive equation ocean general circulation 
model based on the approach of Bryan [1969] to place fur- 
ther constraints on the role of the ocean in the fossil CO• 

budget. Our long-term strategy involves two parallel ap- 
proaches. The first assumes that the pre-industrial ocean 
carbon cycle continues to operate without being affected di- 
rectly by anthropogenic perturbations. This "steady state" 
approach, which all modelers have taken up to now, en- 
ables us to assume that anthropogenic CO• can essentially 
be treated as a passive tracer not involved in biological pro- 
cesses. It excludes the possibility that the oceanic carbon 
cycle may respond dynamically to the effect of the anthro- 
pogenic greenhouse gas perturbations on climate. However, 
previous box-modeling studies have shown that changes in 
the oceanic carbon cycle are capable of causing quite large 
perturbations in atmospheric CO• [e.g., Knox and McElroy, 
1984; Sarmiento and Toggweiler, 1984; Siegenthaler and 
Wenk, 1984; Sarmiento et al., 1988; Peng and Broecker, 
1991; Joos et al., 1991]. Consideration of these effects (our 
second approach) is left to future work. 

The steady state approach of calculating atmospheric 
CO• uptake by the oceans requires three essential ingredi- 
ents. First is an ocean circulation model. Here we have used 

a primitive equation 3-D ocean general circulation model 
with annual mean forcing. Second, a model for the car- 
bonate chemistry in surface water is required so that the 
partial pressure of CO2 (pCO2) can be related to the total 
CO• concentration (ZCO•) in seawater. We take a pertur- 
bation approach, assuming that the mechanisms and rates 
of the processes affecting the natural cycling of carbon in 
the ocean are not affected by the anthropogenic CO• in- 
crease. This enables us to consider only the perturbation of 
ZCO•, the species of interest in the present context. Finally, 
one needs a time history for the atmospheric CO2 pertur- 
bation to serve as a boundary condition. In earlier studies, 
anthropogenic emissions into the atmosphere were usually 
prescribed, and the increase in atmospheric and oceanic CO• 

were obtained from a model. Siegenthaler and Oeschger 
[1987]; and Keeling et al. [1989a], on the other hand, pre- 
scribe the atmospheric CO• history using measurements of 
CO• from ice core analyses and direct atmospheric observa- 
tions, and use a model to estimate the oceanic uptake. We 
follow the latter approach. 

The role of the terrestrial biota is not explicitly consid- 
ered here. However, an estimate of the total net emission 
into the atmosphere from fossil, biota, and other sources 
and sinks can be obtained by summing the rate of CO• ac- 
cumulation observed in the atmosphere to that predicted by 
the ocean model. By subtracting the fossil CO• production 
numbers, an estimate of the net contribution from the biota 
plus other sources minus sinks can be obtained. The relia- 
bility of this estimate depends on the reliability of the ocean 
model (including the assumption of an unchanging natural 
carbon cycle), the reliability of fossil CO2 production rate 
estimates, and the representativity of the ice core results for 
the atmospheric CO• history. 

Our simulation gives an average oceanic fossil CO• up- 
take of 1.9 GtC/yr for the period 1980-1989, in agreement 
with previous work summarized in Table 1. We present ar- 
guments below that lead us to believe that this uptake esti- 
mate is most likely a lower limit. We discuss the implications 
of this result for the Tans et al. [1990] study. As a first step 
towards examining the sensitivity of this result to various 
factors such as the gas exchange rate, ocean circulation and 
chemistry, we report here on a series of simulations that re- 
veal little sensitivity of oceanic CO• uptake to gas exchange 
rate. 

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION 

Ice core measurements show that the atmospheric CO2 
concentration varied by no more than 10 ppm for •1000 
years prior to 1800 [Siegenthaler et al., 1988; also see 
Raynaud and Bar•o•a, 1985], implying that the carbon cy- 
cle was approximately in steady state. This evidence for 
a pre-industrial steady state supports the perturbation ap- 
proach for simulating oceanic uptake of anthropogenic CO2 
, which assumes that the natural cycling of carbon in the 
oceans has continued unchanged despite the anthropogenic 
increase, and in particular, that the biological fluxes have re- 
mained constant. In the oceans, a steady state requires that 
the concentration of dissolved inorganic carbon, •CO•, be 
constant when averaged over several years, thereby smooth- 
ing out seasonal variability and interannual variability such 
as that caused by E1 Nifio. The pre-industrial steady state 
can be represented by 0•CO2,0/0t -- 0, where •CO2,0 is the 
annually averaged pre-industrial total carbon concentration 
at a given location in the ocean. Assuming that 0•CO2,0/0t 
continues to be 0 today, the conservation equation for per- 
turbation •CO2 which we solve can be written as 

0(ZCO• - ZCO•,0) 05ZCO2 
Ot Ot 

-- -•. •SI]CO• + •. (D•SI]CO•) + 5SMS (1) 

with 5I]CO• defined as •CO•- •CO2,0 (see Table 2). The 
term 5SMS is the deviation of the nontransport (i.e., chem- 
ical and biological) sources minus sinks from their natural 
values; it affects just the perturbation total carbon distribu- 
tion. Since we assume that the biogenic particle fluxes have 
not changed, 5SMS = 0 in all layers but the surface, where 
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TABLE 2. Definitions 

Parameter Value 

5YI, CO•. P, CO2 - YI, CO•.,0* 

5pCO•. pCO•. - pCO•.,0 $ 

ApCO9. pCO%c - pCO9. atm 

ASpCO•. ApCO9. - ApCO9.,0 $ 

5pCO%c - (•pC02 arm 

*The 5 is used to indicate the cumulative change at time 
t relative to pre-anthropogenic or to the beginning of a sim- 
ulation at time 0, both symbolized by the subscript 0. 

$This definition for 5pC09. differs from that of Maier- 
Reimer and Hasselmann [1987], who use 5pCO9. as a symbol 
for our ASpCO2. 

:•The ASpCO2 is that portion of the air-sea difference 
at time t that is directly attributable to the atmospheric 
perturbation. This is the same notation used by Volk and 
Bacastow [1989]. 

5SMS = f, co2/Az•. f*co2 is the net flux of excess CO2 
from the atmosphere to the ocean. The value Az• =51 m is 
the thickness of the model's top layer (see Table 3). 

We use advection (•), diffusion (D), and convection fields 
based on the nonseasonal prognostic world ocean model de- 
veloped by Toggweiler et al. [1989a, model P]. Convection 
in the model is the homogenization of adjacent layers that 
are unstable with respect to each other. Toggweiler et al. 
[1989a] obtain their flow field from a solution of the equa- 
tions of motion as modified by the Boussinesq and hydro- 
static approximations, and the equations of continuity, con- 
servation of salinity and potential temperature, and state. 
The numerical method of Bryan [1969] is used, modified to 
include longer time steps with increasing depth as described 
by Bryan [1984] to accelerate convergence to a solution. A 
longer time step is also obtained by zonally filtering the hor- 
izontal tracer field poleward of 46.732 ø latitude, and the ve- 
locity field poleward of 80.1 ø, as described by Bryan et al. 
[1975]. The model has a north-south resolution of 4.5 ø, an 

TABLE 3. Model Layer Depths 
Depth of Layer, m 

Model Layer Midpoint Bottom 

1 26 51 

2 85 119 

3 170 220 

4 295 371 

5 483 595 

6 755 914 

7 1131 1347 

8 1622 1898 

9 2228 2559 

10 2935 3311 

11 3721 4131 

12 4565 5000 

east-west resolution of 3.75 ø, and a maximum depth of 5000 
m resolved by 12 levels in the vertical as shown in Table 3. 
The bathymetry is as realistic as permitted by the resolu- 
tion. 

The annual mean wind stress of Hellerman and 

Rosenstein [1983] provides the upper boundary condition 
used by Toggweiler et al. [1989a] to solve the equations of 
motion, with the vertical velocity, w, set to zero at the air- 
sea interface to filter out gravity waves. A linear drag on the 
horizontal velocity is specified at the bottom, with a no-slip 
condition applied at lateral boundaries. Temperature and 
salinity have no flux permitted across any of the bound- 
aries, but in the surface layer the temperature and salinity 
fields are forced towards the annual mean observed fields of 

Levitus [1982] with a time scale of 30 days. Sub-grid scale 
motions are represented by an eddy viscosity for momentum 
of 20 cm2s-•in the vertical and 2.5x10 ø cm2s-•in the hori- 

zontal, a vertical eddy diffusivity (for tracers) which varies 
smoothly between 0.3 cm2s-•in the upper kilometer and 1.3 
cm2s -• in the deepest layer, and a horizontal eddy diffusiv- 
ity which decreases from 1.0 to 0.5x10 ? cm 2 s -• from surface 
to bottom. The ocean circulation model was run for 2009 

years by Toggweiler et al. [1989a] using a time step of 1/300 
year. Further details of the model are given in Toggweiler 
et al. [1989a] and in section 3. 

Najjar [1990] ran Toggweiler et al. 's [1989a] model P for 
an additional 55 years to produce time-averaged velocity 
fields obtained by averaging 17 samplings during the 55- 
year run. Convection in the Toggweiler et al. [1989a] model 
is implemented by homogenizing adjacent layers if they are 
unstable with respect to each other. A convection index was 
obtained by averaging over the entire 55-year run. With 300 
time steps per year, and two passes through the convection 
routine per time step, the total 55-year sample represents 
33,000 passes through the convection routine. The convec- 
tion index is the fraction of those 33,000 passes during which 
convection actually occurs at a given grid point. 

Our perturbation simulations make use of Najjar's [1990] 
average velocity field and convection indices in an "off-line" 
version of the model that requires substantially fewer com- 
puter resources due to the fact that only the tracer conserva- 
tion equation is solved. Convection is most easily dealt with 
by specifying that it never occur, that it occur one pass per 
time step, or that it occur two passes per time step. We 
follow Najjar's [1990] lead by specifying no convection in 
our perturbation carbon simulation if the convection index 
is 0 to 1/3, one pass through the convection routine per time 
step if the convection index is 1/3 to 2/3, and two passes per 
time step if the index is 2/3 to 1. Resolution and topogra- 
phy of the model are identical to Toggweiler et al. 's [1989a], 
as is the subgrid-scale vertical and horizontal eddy diffusiv- 
ity. We use the same numerical method as Toggweiler et 
al., including filtering of the tracer equations poleward of 
46.732 ø as described by Bryan et al. [1975], but not includ- 
ing accelerated time stepping in the deep ocean for CO2, 
since this approach is not appropriate for a time-dependent 
problem. As might be expected, the off-line model does 
not exactly reproduce the behavior of the fully predictive 
"on-line" model, which solves the equations of motion, con- 
tinuity, conservation of salinity and potential temperature 
as well as state. The off-line model takes up 10.4% more 
bomb radiocarbon than the on-line model in a comparison 
study carried out by B. Samuels (personal communication, 
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1991). Most of the enhanced uptake in the off-line model oc- 
curs in high latitude regions of deep convection, suggesting 
that the off-line convective parameterization is at fault. 

The on-line version of the model has been used by 
Toggweiler et al. [19894, b] for simulating the oceanic dis- 
tribution of radiocarbon. They found generally good agree- 
ment between simulated and observed distributions. How- 

ever, the uptake of bomb-produced radiocarbon predicted by 
the model was 16% lower than the observations, indicating 
that the ventilation of the thermocline is too sluggish. This 
underprediction of bomb radiocarbon uptake is partially off- 
set in the off-line version which, as previously noted, takes 
up 10.4% more bomb radiocarbon than the on-line version. 
It is difficult in a 3-D ocean circulation model to adjust the 
vertical exchange, so we use the model being aware of these 
problems. 

The perturbation flux, f•co2, from atmosphere (arm) to 
ocean (oc) is given by 

/5co2 = k•,c•(1 - "/ice)(SpCO2atm - 5pCO•oc ) 
= kg(1 -"/ice)(SpCO•at m- 5pCO•oc ) 
= -kg(1 -"/ice)ASpCO• (2) 

with fsco2 in mol m-•yr -1, where k•, is the transfer ve- 
locity in m yr -1 c• is the solubility of CO• in mol m -3 
ppm-1, kg is the gas-phase related transfer coefficient in mol 
m-•yr-lppm-1, 5pCO• is pCO2- pCO•,0, with the sub- 
script 0 indicating pre-industrial (see Table 2); and pCO• is 
the partial pressure of CO• in ppm. The fraction of sea ice 
cover "/ice is obtained from Alexander and Mobley [1976]. 
In the model the flux through a given grid point is calcu- 
lated by taking the product of ASpCO• for that grid point 
with the average kg over the entire area covered by the grid 
point, then correcting the product for the fraction of the 
area which is covered by ice. In (2), the different conditions 
determining the gas flux are separated: kg summarizes the 
physical factors, in particular, wind speed and temperature, 
while the terms within the last set of parentheses describe 
the concentration difference across the air-sea interface, i.e., 
the chemical driving force. In order to solve (2) we need 
to specify kg , 5pCO2atm, and 5pCO2oc , each of which is 
discussed in turn. 

2.1. Gas Transfer Coefficient 

We use the same gas exchange rate as the natural radio- 
carbon simulation of Toggweiler et al. [19894]. However, 
Toggweiler et al.'s expression for gas exchange, obtained 
from Broecker et al. [19854], was revised to take into con- 
sideration the fact that atmospheric pC02 increases during 
the course of our simulation. Broecker et al. give, for the 

CO2 flux, the expression 

f co2 - n (1- pCO2øc ) pCO2at m (3) 
with 

n = no(U- 2) (4) 

where U is wind speed in m s -1 and no is a constant. A 
comparison of (2) with (3) shows that (3) has pCOaat m 
included in n. This does not present a problem so long as 
the atmospheric pCO2 is constant, but such is not the case in 
our simulations. We thus take the form of (2) in combination 

with (3) to obtain an appropriate expression for kg in terms 
of n and pCO•atm: 

k• -- n _ no (U- 2) (5) 
pCO2atm pCO2atm 

Toggweiler et al. [19894, b] used a value for no of 3.5 mol 
m -•' yr -1. To determine k•, we need the pCO•. value cor- 
responding to this no. In order to remain consistent with 
the prebomb radiocarbon study of Toggweiler et al. [19894] 
this study sets pCO•.at m- 280 ppm in dry air as the pre- 
industrial reference value. After correcting for moist air 
above the ocean, this partial pressure reduces to between 
approximately 269 and 278 ppm for water temperatures of 
30 øC to 0 øC, respectively (see below). Since most of the 
radiocarbon enters the oceans in colder waters [Toggweiler 
et al., 19894], a value of •275 ppm seems appropriate. Thus 
the gas exchange coefficient in our model is 

= = k•o (U- 2) (6) k• 275 ppm 
with kgo= 3.5 tool m -2 yr-1/275 ppm = 0.0127 tool m -2 
yr -1 ppm -1. Annual mean wind speeds for evaluating (6) 
are taken from Esbensen and Kushnir [1981]. They give data 
only over ice-free ocean. These data were used to estimate 
wind speeds over ice-covered regions by means of a Laplacian 
filling algorithm. The global average value of k• obtained 
in this way is 0.065 mol m -2 yr -1 ppm -1, corresponding 
to 17.9 mol m -2 yr-lwith the pCO2 at the pre-industrial 
moisture corrected value of 275 ppm as used above. 

The bomb radiocarbon study of Toggweiler et al. [1989b] 
used exactly the same no as for the prebomb simulation, i.e., 
3.5 mol m -2 yr -1. Bomb radiocarbon began entering the 
ocean when the pCO• was already in the range 310 to 320 
ppm; hence internal consistency would have required that 
Toggweiler et al. [1989b] use a no of approximately (3.5 mol 
m-•yr-1)(315 ppm/280 ppm) - 3.94 mol m-•yr -1. The 
dependence on pCO• is included explicitly in our model; 
thus the comparison of our study with the bomb radiocar- 
bon simulation of Toggweiler et al. [1989b] must take into 
account that the gas exchange rate in the latter study is 
smaller by • 11%. 

Dependence of the gas transfer coefficient (kg = k•a) on 
temperature is neglected. Although both the transfer veloc- 
ity (k•.) and solubility (a) are highly temperature dependent 
according to Liss and Merlivat, [1986] and Weiss, [1974], re- 
spectively, their effects are opposite and tend to cancel. The 
temperature sensitivity of k• is of the order of 4-10% around 
the gas exchange rate at 20øC [Siegenthaler, 1986; Etcheto 
and Merlivat, 1988]. 

2.2. Boundary Condition for Atmospheric C02 

The pCO2at m is prescribed from 1750 to 1990 using an 
update of Siegenthaler and Oeschger's [1987] spline fit to the 
Siple ice core data of Neftel et al. [1985] and Friedli et al. 
[1986] combined with the Mauna Loa record of Keeling et 
al. [19894] (see Figure la). The spline fit uses observations 
to 1988 and is extrapolated to 1990. The pCO2 at the be- 
ginning of the simulation, pCO2,0, is taken as 280 ppm such 
that 

5pCO•at m --pCO2at m - 280 ppm (7) 

The atmospheric CO• concentration is given by conven- 
tion as the partial pressure in dry air. For calculating the 
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Fig. 1. (a) Spline fit to the Siple ice core/Mauna Loa atmospheric pCO2 which is used to force the simulation. (b) 
The annual change in carbon calculated by version A1.1 of the 3-D ocean model, summed to the annual change 
in the atmospheric inventory. The atmospheric inventory is based on the Siple ice core and Mauna Loa CO2 data 
as analyzed by Siegenthaler and Oeschger [1987]. The fossil CO2 production is taken from Rotty and Masters 
[1985] with updates by Marland [1989]. The difference between the combined atmosphere/ocean change and the 
"Fossil" curve shows what the net release from sources other than those modeled would have to be if the ocean 
model were correct. Note, in particular, that the present model requires an additional source of carbon prior to 
•1940, and a sink after that. 

air-sea gas exchange, it must be corrected to the appropri- 
ate pressure in moist air at 100% water vapor saturation at 
the temperature of the surface water. We use the expression 
given by Siegenthaler [1986]: 

pCO2 = pCO2,dry ( 1 - e8/pa ) (8) 

where e8 is the saturation water vapor pressure and pa the 
barometric pressure at sea level. For sea water, we obtain 
the following approximation, using pa= 1013 mbar and not- 
ing that e•(sea water) = 0.981 e•(pure water): 

ln(e•/p•) = 20.1050 - 0.0097982. T•b• -- 6163.10/T•b8 (9) 

where T• is absolute temperature. The surface ocean tem- 
perature used for this calculation is the average value of 
Toggweiler et al. [1989a] as obtained by Najjar [1990] in the 
same way the velocity field averages were obtained. This is 
close to the annual mean of Levitus [1982], which is the tem- 
perature used in forcing the ocean circulation model. The 
overall correction to the pCO2 due to the moist air correc- 
tion is between --0.5 and 4.0%, depending on the saturation 
water vapor pressure, and therefore on temperature. 

2.3. Determination of 5p CO2oc 

Solution of (1) gives 5P, CO•. = P, CO2- P, CO•.,0, from 
which we must calculate 5pCO2oc - pCO2oc -pCO2,0oc (see 

Table 2 for definitions), When the ratio 5pCO2oc/SP, CO2 , 
as calculated from the carbonate equilibria, is plotted versus 
5pCO2oc for a given temperature (and constant alkalinity), 
a remarkably linear relation is found over a range in excess of 
5pCO2oc- 0 to 200 ppm. This means that instead of explic- 
itly solving the relatively complex carbonate equilibria each 
time step at each surface grid point, we can approximate the 
relation between 5pCO2oc and 5X]CO2 very well by an ana- 
lytical expression. This approach is equivalent to the buffer 
factor approach used in 1-D models, but somewhat simpler 
for 3-D calculations, since the buffer factor approach would 
require I]CO2,0 to be specified over the whole ocean. Given 
this, we can write 

5pCO2oc pCO•oc - pCO•,0oc 
= = zo 4- z•SpC02oc (10) 5X]CO• •CO•- •CO2,0 

where 

z0 -- 1.7561 - 0.31618. T 4- .0004444. T 2 
and 

z• -- 0.004096 - 7.7086 x 10 -5 ß T 4- 6.10 x 10 -7 ß T 2 

are obtained as explained below. The parameter 5pCO2oc is 
in ppm, 5X]CO2 is in pmol kg -•, and T is in øC. Rearranging 

(10) gives z05X]CO2 
5pCO2øc = i - z• 5X]CO2 (11) 
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The coefficients z0 and z• are obtained as follows. 

The pCO2,0oc can be specified with adequate accuracy 
from equilibrium thermodynamic relationships by knowing 
ZCO2, alkalinity, temperature, and salinity. Temperature 
is given by the model simulation. We approximate the pre- 
industrial surface ocean by imposing a uniform salinity of 
35 ø/oo and an alkalinity of 2300 •ueq kg -•, and taking the 
ocean pCO•,0 to be in equilibrium with an atmospheric CO• 
concentration of 280 ppm everywhere. Using these quanti- 
ties, a corresponding Y•CO2,0 is calculated using the sub- 
routine of Bacastow [1981], the Lyman [1956] equilibrium 
constants [Takahashi et al., 1976] and the CO• solubilities 
of Weiss [1974]. This yields Y•CO•,0 as a function of temper- 
ature. The ZCO2 is then increased incrementally and the 
pCO• is calculated. The final table relating the Y•CO• and 
pCO2 to each other and to temperature is then used in con- 
junction with pCO•,0 and Y•CO•,0 estimated as explained 
above to obtain z0 and z•. 

The final equation (11) fits the exactly calculated values 
of 5pCO2octO better than 1% at 5pCO•oc <_ 200 ppm. This 
approximation was compared by Fink [1991] to the full equi- 
librium equations given in Peng et al. [1987], using the car- 
bonic acid dissociation constants of Mehrbach et al. [1973] 
and Coyer and Poisson [1989]. The difference is largest at 
low temperatures. At 0øC, (11) deviates by 3 to 4% from 
the Mehrbach et al. calculations, and by-2 to-3% from 
the Goyet and Poisson calculations. At T >_ 10øC, the dif- 
ferences are smaller than •- 1%. Since areas with T • 0øC 

cover a small fraction of the world ocean, the overall effect 
of the uncertainties in the chemical equilibrium constants 
on the calculated ocean uptake is minor. A more detailed 
consideration of ocean chemistry is left for the future. 

Our perturbation approach neglects the fact that surface 
alkalinity is not quite constant, and pCO•oc is not every- 
where in equilibrium with the atmosphere. We consider the 
influence of this approximation to be small. Inclusion of 
these effects requires a model with biology, a step planned 
for the future. 

The final expression for the gas flux is obtained by sub- 
stituting (7) and (11)into (2) and including the moist air 
correction (8), 

f6co2 = kg(1 - "/ice) [(pCO•atm - 280 ppm)(1 - es/pa)- 
z05ZCO2 

(1 - Z1(•-]•CO2)] (12) 
where kg is given by (6), "/ice is given by Alexander 
and Mobley [1976], pCO2at m is given by our update of 
Siegenthaler and Oeschger's [1987] Siple ice core/Mauna 
Loa analysis (Figure la), es/pa is given by (9), 5ZCO2 is 
calculated by the 3-D model using equation (1) with an ini- 
tial condition of zero everywhere, and z0 and z• are given 
by (10). 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Table 4 summarizes simulations performed with the 
model. Simulation A1.1 is denoted as the standard model 

and is described in detail in section 2. Prior to the ice core 

atmospheric pCO• measurements of Neftel et al. [1985] and 
Friedli et al. [1986], it was not possible to prescribe the 
atmospheric pCO2 levels before 1958 with any confidence. 
Simulations of the anthropogenic CO• increase were thus 

TABLE 4. List of Simulations 

Description 
A1.1 

A1.2 

"Standard" simulation using prescribed 
atmospheric pCO2 

Simulation with prescribed fossil CO2 production 
rate 

A2.1 

A3.1 

A4.1 

A5.1 

A6.1 

Gas Exchange Sensitivity Studies 
kg =1.2 x standard 
kg =2.0 x standard 
Spatially constant kg equal to standard average 
kg from Liss and Merlivat [1986] 
kg from Maier-Reimer and Hasselmann [1987] 

generally made with combined models of the ocean and at- 
mosphere, with the input to the atmosphere prescribed us- 
ing estimates of anthropogenic CO• release. For purposes 
of comparison with earlier studies, we have done one simu- 
lation, A1.2, which uses the fossil CO2 production rates as 
estimated for the period 1860 to 1986 by Rotty and Masters 
[1985] and Marland [1989]. These production rates are ex- 
trapolated back in time exponentially to 1800 using a log- 
linear fit of the data between 1860 and 1986. Other simu- 

lations were done with the standard boundary condition to 
study the sensitivity of the CO• uptake to the gas exchange 
rate and will be discussed in section 3.5. 

A radiocarbon model validation study of the on-line ver- 
sion of our 3-D ocean circulation model has been carried out 

by Toggweiler et al. [1989a, b]. Results from this work are 
discussed in connection with our attempts to understand 
the differences between our model results and simulations 

carried out by others using the "Hamburg" model (section 
3.2). In section 3.5, we further discuss studies of the sen- 
sitivity of radiocarbon uptake to gas exchange which were 
carried out by Toggweiler et al. [1989b]. These studies show 
that an increased gas exchange coefficient gives an increased 
total uptake of bomb radiocarbon which is in better agree- 
ment with observations. However, the surface radiocarbon 
concentrations obtained with this simulation are too high, 
suggesting that the vertical exchange in the model is too 
sluggish. We argue that this implies that our estimates of 
oceanic uptake of anthropogenic CO• are most likely a lower 
limit. 

3.1. Global Oceanic CO• Uptake and Regional Distributions 

Figure lb summarizes the cumulative oceanic and atmo- 
spheric inventories for our "standard" A1.1 simulation with 
prescribed atmospheric CO• concentrations. Siegenthaler 
and Oeschger [1987] and Keeling et al. [1989a] discuss sim- 
ilar figures which they obtained from their studies. Already 
in the early nineteenth century, a relatively large annual in- 
put to the atmosphere is necessary in order to explain the 
atmospheric CO• concentration increase at that time (cf. 
Figure la). It is very likely that there were major CO2 emis- 
sions from deforestation starting before 1800, a point which 
has been discussed in detail by Siegenthaler and Oeschger 
[1987]. Note that the validity of this conclusion depends 
critically on the assumption that the Siple ice core record 
used in obtaining Figure la truly reflects the pre-Mauna Loa 
CO• history. 

More recently, i.e., nearly every year after 1941, the com- 
bined oceanic and atmospheric uptake of carbon by model 
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A1.1 is less than the fossil production as estimated by Rotty 
and Masters [1985] and Marland [1989] (see Figure lb). 
From mid-1958 to mid-1986, a period of time for which 
the atmospheric CO•. record and fossil CO•. production are 
strongly constrained, the combined atmospheric and oceanic 
increase of 104.4 GtC (1 Gt -- 101•' kg) is 9.6% lower than 
the estimated fossil CO•. production of 115.6 GtC. The ocean 
model would need to take up 29.5% more CO•. in order to 
account for just the fossil source between 1958 and 1986. On 
top of this, we must account for a deforestation source. Our 
model thus agrees with most previous work in suggesting 
that the oceanic uptake plus the atmospheric increase can- 
not account for all the carbon released to the atmosphere 
by fossil production, deforestation, and land use changes. 

From the mid-1970s onwards, the residual flux obtained 
by subtracting the fossil production from the total atmo- 

sphere + ocean accumulation rate, increases from a sink of 
approximately -0.8 to 0 GtC/yr. Keeling et al. 's [1989a] 
analysis of this portion of the curve suggests that perhaps 
half of this surge may be explained by oceanic warming that 
occurred during that time. The remainder of the surge is 
most likely due to an increase in biospheric destruction by 
human activities, or by local climate changes not accounted 
for in using the global average temperature. 

We turn now to a more detailed consideration of the re- 

sults. Figure 2a shows that there is a very large variation 
in the zonally averaged perturbation CO2 flux per unit area 
of ice-free ocean. From (2) we see that the flux is the prod- 
uct of the gas transfer coefficient, kg , and air-sea lkSpCO•. 
difference. The zonal average of both these quantities over 
the ice free ocean is shown in Figure 2a, from which we can 
readily infer that the flux is most strongly correlated with 
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Fig. 2. (a) The zonal mean annual flux in 1986 in mol per m •' of ice free ocean for version A1.1. Also included in 
the figure are the zonal mean gas transfer coefficient in mol m -•' yr -1 ppm -1 (also per unit area of ice free ocean), 
and ASpCO•. for 1986 in ppm, which together determine the perturbation flux. The large values of ASpCO•. in 
the high latitudes are a result of the ice cover, which prevents the ocean and atmosphere from equilibrating with 
each other. The flux follows ASpCO•. closely, except where kg becomes very small, near the Antarctic, and, to a 
lesser extent, at the Equator. (b) Version A1.1 zonal mean annual flux per unit area of ice free ocean compared 
with A4.1, which has a uniform gas exchange coefficient equal to the average of Al.l's coefficient. 
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ASpCO•., except south of -•70øS, where the gas transfer co- 
efficient falls off rapidly with decreasing wind speed. The 
fall off in wind speed to the south of 70øS occurs primarily 
in ice-covered regions for which Esbensen and Kushnir [1981] 
give no data. The Laplacian algorithm which was used to 
fill in these regions extrapolates the decreasing wind speed 
trend which exists in ice-free regions, giving values which 
are most likely too low. The effect of these low wind speeds 
on the total CO2 uptake is negligible, since most of this 
area is covered by ice, so that the total flux there is small 
(cf. Figure 6). The dominance of ASpCO2 in determining 
the pattern of the CO2 flux is borne out by the results of 
simulation A4.1, shown in Figure 2b. Simulation A4.1 has 
a uniform kg equal to the average kg in the standard Ai.1 
simulation. The difference between A4.1 and Ai.1 is very 
small except south of -•70øS. 

The pattern of ASpCO2 derives primarily from the differ- 
ent rates at which convective overturning and upwelling sup- 
ply the surface with water relatively uncontaminated in per- 
turbation CO2. Maps of upwelling and convective overturn- 
ing from this model (Figure 3) exhibit the familiar features 
of equatorial and subpolar upwelling as well as high-latitude 
convection. These regions all show high values of the air- 
sea difference ASpCO2 (Figures 2a and 4a). An additional 
factor influencing ASpCO2 is ice cover. The regions of ex- 
tremely high air-sea differences in the high latitudes have 

ice cover that impedes exchange with the atmosphere. In 
the model this is dealt with by reducing the gas exchange 
coefficient by a fractional amount equal to the fractional 
amount of annual mean ice cover. The effect of this reduced 

gas exchange in maintaining high air-sea ASpCO2 differ- 
ences is compounded further by lateral exchange between 
ice-covered and ice free water, which provides the ice free 
regions with a large supply of uncontaminated water. 

The flux pattern also depends on the gas transfer coeffi- 
cient pattern, which, in turn, depends on the wind speed. 
The high fluxes obtained in high-latitude temperate and 
subpolar regions are partly a consequence of the high gas 
exchange coefficients resulting from the high winds in these 
regions (Figure 2a). The ASpCO2 pattern, which mainly 
reflects vertical oceanic exchange, shifts the high flux region 
towards high latitudes relative to the meridional distribution 
of the gas exchange coefficient. The most marked influence 
of the gas transfer coefficient is found in the low wind speed 
region south of ?OøS. 

It is important to recognize that although the absolute 
air-sea difference in pCO•., ApCO•. (a quantity which can 
be directly measured), does determine net air-sea exchange 
of CO•., it cannot be used as a direct indicator of where the 
anthropogenic CO•. is entering the ocean. For that, we re- 
quire the difference between the air-sea pCO•. perturbation, 
at present and prior to the beginning of significant anthro- 
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Fig. 4. (a) A map of the atmosphere-ocean difference, A•pCO2, for 1986 in ppm, from the standard simulation, 
AI.1. (5) and (c) Maps of the the cumulative input and standing crop in mol m -2, respectively, from version 
AI.1. 

pogenic input, ASpCO•, shown in Figures 2a and 4a. An 
interesting consequence of this is the following: the equato- 
rial Pacific Ocean is known to be a source of CO• to the at- 

mosphere, exhibiting high pCO• values [e.g., Keeling, 1968]. 
This is because the water that upwells there is rich in ECO• 
that has accumulated from regeneration of organic matter, 
and because the waters upwelling there are warmed. It is, 
however, a relatively strong net sink for anthropogenic CO2 
(Figures 2 and 4b) because the water that upwells at the 
equator has been out of contact with the atmosphere for a 
considerable amount of time and thus has only a small ex- 
cess anthropogenic CO2 load picked up when it was last in 
contact with the atmosphere (i.e., it has a relatively large 

negative value of ASpCO•). Thus the perturbation flux into 
these waters is large despite the fact that the gas exchange 
coefficient is small. 

Of course, 5ECO• does not simply stay in the region 
where it is added to the ocean, but is redistributed hori- 
zontally. We see from Figure 5 and by comparing Figures 
4b with 4c, that 5ECO• is lost from the equatorial regions 
and subpolar gyres, with the loss accumulating primarily 
in the subtropical gyres as well as some gain in the Arc- 
tic. This meridional redistribution is controlled predomi- 
nantly by upwelling of waters with a small excess CO• load 
in the equatorial region and subpolar gyre, accompanied by 
Ekman transport towards and downwelling within the sub- 
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Fig. 5. (a) Zonal integral flux and standing crop in GtC per 4.5 ø latitude band in 1986 from model version A1.1. 
(b) Zonally integrated convergence of tracer in GtC per 4.5 ø latitude band resulting from transport from the 
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tropical gyre. Figure 6, which shows the zonally integrated 
meridional overturning, illustrates these circulation features. 
There is also a spreading of 5Y, CO2 from the region of great- 
est uptake in the eastern portion of the subtropical gyre to 
the western part. The circulation features that lead to these 
shifts have been dealt with in considerable detail in previous 
tracer modeling efforts such as those of Sarmiento [1983] and 
Toggweiler et al. [1989a], as well as discussions by Broecker 
et al. [1985a] of the bomb radiocarbon observations. 

The tendency towards shallower penetration of 5•2CO2 in 
the equatorial region and deeper penetration in the subtrop- 
ics is clearly evident in the zonally averaged ocean basin pro- 
files of Figure 7. The regions of deepest penetration are the 
North Atlantic deep water formation regions, and around 
the Southern Ocean in the Atlantic and Indian Oceans. The 

deeper penetration in the southern Indian Ocean region is 
probably not a realistic feature, as discussed by Toggweiler 
et al. [1989b]. 

3.2. Comparison With Other Ocean Model Studies 

The box-diffusion and outcrop-diffusion models of 
Siegenthaler and Oeschger [1987] are representative of the 
types of box models that have been used to constrain the 
oceanic uptake estimates given in the Houghton et al. [1990] 
report (see Table 1). The only 3-D ocean general circulation 
model studies of oceanic uptake that have been carried out 
prior to ours are those of Maier-Reimer and Hasselmann 

[1987] and Bacastow and Maier-Reimer [1990], which were 
made using the Hamburg ocean model. Each of these pre- 
vious studies will be discussed in turn. 

Table 5 gives a comparison of our model with the bomb 
•4C calibrated versions of the box models of Siegenthaler and 
Oeschger [1987]. The airborne fraction shown in Table 5a is 
the observed atmospheric inventory divided by the sum of 
the observed atmospheric inventory and the model-predicted 
oceanic CO•. uptake. Table 5b shows the model-predicted 
atmospheric inventory divided by the total fossil CO•. pro- 
duction which is used to force the model. The versions of the 

box-diffusion and outcrop-diffusion models which are forced 
with prescribed atmospheric CO•. concentrations give air- 
borne fractions of 0.581 and 0.479, respectively, for the pe- 
riod 1959 to 1983. Both are lower than the airborne fraction 

of 0.588 obtained by dividing the observed atmospheric in- 
crease by the estimated fossil CO•. release. The box-diffusion 
and outcrop-diffusion models are thus able to account for the 
entire fossil CO•. production and to take up a small addi- 
tional amount of nonfossil production. 

The airborne fraction over the same 1959 to 1983 time 

span for our standard simulation A1.1 is a relatively high 
0.642, consistent with the results of Figure lb, which show 
that our combined atmosphere-ocean uptake is smaller than 
the fossil CO•. release. However, the total bomb radiocar- 
bon uptake predicted with the on-line version of the Ocean 
circulation model by Toggweiler et al. [1989b] at the time of 
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GEOSECS (6.9x109 atoms cm •') is 16% lower than the esti- 
mate of 8.2x 109 atoms cm •' made by Broecker et al. [1985a] 
from GEOSECS observations. The off-line version of the 

model which we use gives a bomb radiocarbon uptake 6% 
lower than the observations. Part of the remaining difference 
can be compensated by increasing the gas exchange (recall 
from section 2.1 that our simulation has a gas exchange ap- 
proximately 11% larger than the Toggweiler et al. study). 
However, as will be discussed in section 3.5, a better fit to 
the GEOSECS observations would also require a more rapid 
vertical exchange in the ocean. Furthermore, any modifica- 
tions to the ocean circulation that would improve simulation 
of bomb radiocarbon uptake are also likely to reduce the air- 
borne fraction. Thus we conclude that our oceanic uptake 
is most likely a lower limit. 

The most convenient way to directly compare Maier- 
Reimer and Hasselmann's [1987] 3-D oceanic CO•. uptake 
model with ours is through the Green's functions they cal- 
culated from simulations forced with a pulse in atmospheric 
CO2. Table 5 shows a comparison of airborne fractions from 
Maier-Reimer and Hasselmann's Green's function with air- 

borne fractions from a Green's function obtained from our 3- 

D model following the same procedure as Maier-Reimer and 
Hasselmann (see appendix for a more detailed description 
of the procedure). Both Green's functions calculations were 
forced by specifying the atmospheric concentration using the 
Siple ice core/Mauna Loa spline fit of Figure la. To the ex- 
tent that the Green's functions are representative of the 3-D 
models, it appears that the Maier-Reimer and Hasselmann 
3-D ocean model absorbs approximately 5% more CO•. than 
our model A1.1. 

The difference between Maier-Reimer and Hasselmann's 

[1987] model and ours becomes larger when differences in 
the gas exchange coefficient are considered. Maier-Reimer 
and Hasselmann [1987] use a spatially constant gas exchange 

coefficient equal to 0.050 mol m-•'yr-lppm -1, 23% smaller 
than the global average of our wind-speed dependent co- 
efficient, 0.065 mol m-•'yr-lppm -1. In section 3.5 we 
present results showing that our standard A1.1 simulation 
gives a 7.0% higher CO•. uptake than the same model using 
the Maier-Reimer and Hasselmann gas exchange coefficient. 
Adding the 7.0% difference attributable to gas exchange to 
the 5% difference obtained from the Green's function simu- 

lations, we find that the Maier-Reimer and Hasselmann 3-D 
ocean model takes up approximately 12% more CO•. than 
our model, if both use the same gas exchange coefficient. 

Figure 8 shows the air-sea difference, ASpCO•., calculated 
with our A1.1 standard simulation compared to the same 
property as simulated by Maier-Reimer and Hasselmann 
[1987]. The two maps are not directly comparable in that 
Maier-Reimer and Hasselmann force their model with the 

fossil CO•. production summed to a deforestation source, 
whereas our model is forced with the atmospheric CO•. con- 
centration. In addition, their gas exchange coefficient is 
smaller. Nevertheless, one can gain some understanding into 
the differences between the models by a consideration of the 
figure. The larger oceanic uptake and lower gas exchange 
of the Maier-Reimer and Hasselmann model are reflected 

in the fact that their ASpCO•. (Figure 8a) is substantially 
larger than ours (Figure 8b). One possible reason for the dif- 
ference in uptake is that our upper 51-m-thick layer is less 
than half the thickness of their 112-m-thick surface layer. In 
effect, their model has a 112-m-thick reservoir that is mixed 
infinitely fast, thus more effectively diluting any CO•. that 
enters the ocean. Another effect of this thicker surface layer 
is that the Maier-Reimer and Hasselmann model must sat- 

isfy the Ekman divergence by upwelling water across the 112 
m model level, whereas our model can use much shallower 
waters. For example, the total equatorial upwelling across 
51 m in our model is 85 Sverdrups, (Sv), but it is only 55 Sv 
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Fig. 7. Zonally averaged 6•2CO2 in the Atlantic, Pacific, and 
Indian Oceans. 

across 119 m (Figure 6); in Maier-Reimer and Hasselmann 
the total upwelling is of order 65 Sv at 112 m (their Figure 
5). This stronger upwelling of somewhat deeper water en- 
hances the air-sea difference by bringing up a larger amount 
of water that is less contaminated with fossil CO2. Such an 

effect might help in particular to explain the higher A6pCO2 
in the equatorial regions of Figure 8a than 8b. 

Another reason for the difference between our simula- 

tion and that of Maier-Reimer and Hasselmann [1987] is 
the intense overturning in Maier-Reimer and Hasselmann's 
Southern Ocean. Their simulation of radiocarbon including 
the bomb component gives deep Southern Ocean concen- 
trations which are higher than the observations and higher 
than Toggweiler et al. 's [1989b] simulation by more than 60 
ø/oo. These high Southern Ocean radiocarbon values lead 
to deep North Pacific radiocarbon values nearly as young 
as those of Toggweiler et al. even though the Pacific circu- 
lation is much slower in the Maier-Reimer and Hasselmann 

model, as evidenced by their north-south radiocarbon differ- 
ence of over 120 ø/oo. The north-south difference obtained 
by Toggweiler et al. is approximately 80 ø/oo, in agreement 
with observations. The intense Southern Ocean overturning 
in the Hamburg model also explains why the North Atlantic 
radiocarbon age is significantly younger than Toggweiler et 
al.'s, even though the Hamburg model's deep water forma- 
tion in the North Atlantic is too shallow. 

This intense Southern Ocean overturning enhances the 
magnitude of the air-sea difference in the Southern Ocean 
and gives rise to a massive penetration of COg. in that re- 
gion. This is clearly evident in Figure 9, which compares our 
simulation's 5ZCOg. along GEOSECS tracks in the West- 
ern Atlantic and Pacific with that obtained by Maier-Reimer 
and Hasselmann [1987]. Except for the Southern Ocean, the 
Maier-Reimer and Hasselmann simulation is quite similar 
to ours. The greater penetration of 5ZCOg. which Maier- 
Reimer and Hasselmann obtain at the southern end of the 

Western Atlantic and Western Pacific GEOSECS sections 

is also present in their radiocarbon simulation, which is not 
supported by the observations, as Toggweiler et al. [1989b] 
have pointed out. 

Is the Maier-Reimer and Hasselmann [1987] model more 
realistic than ours? We believe from the comparison of 

TABLE 5. Airborne Fraction 

(a) Prescribed atmospheric COg. concentration (A1.1) 
A1.1 Hamburg 

Box Outcrop Green's Green's 
A1.1 Diffusion Diffusion Function Function 

1770-1980 0.582 0.510 0.405 0.582 0.562 

1959-1983 0.642 0.581 0.479 0.617 0.599 

(b) Prescribed fossil COg. production rate (A1.2) 
Box Outcrop 

A1.2 Diffusion Diffusion 

1770-1980 0.638 0.612 0.519 

1959-1983 0.666 0.625 0.533 

The airborne fraction in Table 5a is defined as the ratio of the atmospheric increase to the increase in the atmosphere 
plus the ocean. In Table 5b the airborne fraction is the ratio of the atmospheric increase to the fossil production. See 
Table 4 and text for description of A1.1 and A1.2 simulations. The box-diffusion and outcrop-diffusion model results 
are from the bomb radiocarbon calibrated studies of $iegenthaler and Oeschger [1987]. We do not present the natural 
radiocarbon calibrated studies of Siegenthaler and Oeschger, as this calibration is more appropriate for longer time scale 
oceanic processes than the atmospheric COg. increase. "Hamburg" refers to the model of Maier-Reimer and Hasselmann 
[1987]. The A1.1 Green's Function and Hamburg Green's Function cases use the linear impulse response function approach 
described in the appendix and in Maier-Reimer and Hasselmann for an atmospheric pulse of 1.25x pre-industrial. 
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4 

90N 

our model radiocarbon simulation with the observations 

[Toggweiler et al., 1989b] that our model does not have ad- 
equate exchange of surface with deep waters. The box- 
diffusion model, when calibrated with the bomb radiocar- 

bon distribution, takes up significantly more CO• . The 
Maier-Reimer and Hasselmann model takes up an amount 
of CO• similar to that of the bomb-calibrated box-diffusion 

model, and is perhaps more realistic in this respect. How- 
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ever, the details of the Maier-Reimer and Hasselmann model 
suggest other types of problems. It appears that much of 
the additional uptake of CO2 occurs in the Southern Ocean, 
which is not supported by either the comparison of their 
radiocarbon simulation with the observations [Toggweiler et 
al., 1989b] or the comparison of their 6ECO2 simulation 
with data-based estimates (cf. section 3.3). We would there- 
fore conclude that both models have significant difficulty in 
simulating penetration of perturbation CO• into the ocean 
correctly. 

The comparison of these two models clearly illustrates 
the importance of good tracer data in model validation. 
No tracer is ideal, however. We note, in particular, that 
oceanic uptake of bomb radiocarbon is limited primarily by 
gas exchange (see discussion in section 3.5), whereas CO• 

uptake is controlled primarily by vertical exchange in the 
ocean (sections 3.1 and 3.5). The effect of this difference is 
clearly illustrated by comparison of Figures 10a with 10b. 
CO• uptake is strongly biased towards the Equatorial re- 
gion and high latitudes, whereas bomb radiocarbon uptake 
by the oceans is much more evenly distributed and shows, 
in particular, far less input in the deep convection regions of 
the high southern hemisphere latitudes. It is thus important 
to study the possible impact of this difference in leading to 
erroneous estimates of CO• uptake with bomb radiocarbon 
calibrated box models. A three-dimensional model data set 

such as we have produced should make it possible to carry 
out such an analysis. 

Bacastow and Maier-Reimer [1990] force their version of 
the Hamburg 3-D ocean model with a prescribed fossil CO2 
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Fig. 10. (a) Cumulative bomb radiocarbon input and inventory in 1972 as predicted by Toggweiler et al. [1989b]. 
Tog•weiler et al. give results for 1972 and 1990. We show the results for 1972 as being most representative of when 
the GEOSECS measurements were made. (b) Cumulative perturbation CO2 flux into the ocean and inventory in 
1986. 
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production rate, as do we in our simulation A1.2. They 
give an ocean-borne fraction (fraction of anthropogenic COg. 
which ends up in the ocean) of 0.32 for 1955-1975, approxi- 
mately the same as the ocean-borne fraction of 0.328 calcu- 
lated with our A1.2 simulation for the same period, which 
means that their model takes up less COg. than the Maier- 
Reimer and Hasselmann [1987] version of the Hamburg 
model. The difference between the two versions of the 

Hamburg model is due largely to a different parameteriza- 
tion of convective adjustment. Bacastow and Maier-Reimer 
show that the convective parameterization used by Maier- 
Reimer and Hasselmann [1987] increases the ocean-borne 
fraction by 0.03, i.e., 9%. 

The results summarized in Table 5 also show that the 

ocean-borne fraction is always higher (i.e., the airborne frac- 
tion is always lower) in simulations forced by a prescribed 
atmospheric pCO2 relative to those which prescribe a fos- 
sil COg. production rate. $iegenthaler [1986] explains this 
effect as resulting from the large early input of biospheric 
COg. implied by the ice core COg. data. As a consequence, 
the specific rate of increase of atmospheric COg. is slower in 
the model forced by a prescribed atmospheric COg. than in 
that forced by the fossil CO•. production rate. The early 
biospheric input has more time to enter the ocean; thus 
the airborne fraction is lower when this early input is in- 
cluded. However, the effect is much larger in the box- 
diffusion and outcrop-diffusion models of $iegenthaler and 
Oeschger [1987] than in the 3-D model, indicating a different 
time dependence of the penetration of COg. into the ocean 
in the box-diffusion and outcrop-diffusion models as com- 
pared with the 3-D model. For the period 1959-1983, the 
difference between the airborne fraction of A1.1 and A1.2 is 

0.024, compared with 0.044 and 0.054 for the box-diffusion 
and outcrop-diffusion models, respectively. Over the longer 
time span of 1770 to 1980, our models show a difference 
of 0.056 in the airborne fraction between the two simula- 

tions, whereas the box-diffusion model gives 0.102, and the 
outcrop-diffusion model gives 0.114. 

The difference in behavior between the $iegenthaler and 
Oeschger [1987] models and our 3-D models results from 
the simplifications that were made in developing the box- 
diffusion and outcrop-diffusion models. It is well known 
that the box-diffusion and outcrop-diffusion models require 
higher diffusivities to simulate the bomb radiocarbon tran- 
sient than to fit the natural radiocarbon distribution [e.g., 
$iegenthaler, 1983]. This is presumably because more rapid 
upper ocean processes dominate in the former case than the 
latter. A lower value for the diffusivity is needed to repre- 
sent the long time scale processes important for natural ra- 
diocarbon as compared with the short time scale processes 
important for bomb radiocarbon. The rate of atmospheric 
COg. increase for simulations with prescribed atmospheric 
COg. concentration has a longer time scale than for simu- 
lations with prescribed fossil CO2 production rate. Thus, 
the results of the radiocarbon simulations would suggest 
that the box-diffusion and outcrop-diffusion models should 
use a lower diffusivity in simulations with prescribed at- 
mospheric COg. concentrations (longer time scale of COg. 
increase) than in those with prescribed fossil COg. produc- 
tion rate (shorter time scale). This would tend to bring 
the airborne fractions together. Our more realistic 3-D sim- 
ulation does this. U. Siegenthaler and F. Joos (Studying 
anthropogenic COg. perturbations and oceanic tracers us- 

ing a High-Latitude Exchange/Interior diffusion-advection 
(HILDA) ocean model, submitted to Tellus, 1991) have 
taken this into account in a new model by introducing a 
depth-dependent vertical diffusivity with high values in the 
top few hundred meters governing the uptake of anthro- 
pogenic CO2 and bomb •4C, and low values in the deeper 
levels which are important for predicting the distribution 
of natural •4C. This new model is able to predict both the 
bomb and natural radiocarbon distributions with the same 

set of parameters. 

3.3. Comparison With Observations 

During development and analysis of this model, we have 
been concerned with finding ways of testing the model 
against observations. Thus, the comparison of radiocarbon 
predictions with observations carried out by Toggweiler et al. 
[1989a, b] is an important part of our long-term strategy to 
narrow the range of estimates for steady state model oceanic 
CO2 uptake shown in Table 1. Unfortunately, the quality 
and number of oceanographic carbon system measurements 
are severely limited, both in terms of spacial resolution, and 
particularly as regards time evolution. In addition, it is 
very difficult, even under ideal circumstances, to infer from 
measurements the quantities 5•CO2 and 5pCO2oc which 
our model predicts. We explore, in the following discussion, 
the estimates for 5•CO2 and 5pCO2oc which are available; 
however, these estimates have provoked considerable contro- 
versy, so comparison with the model may be qualitative at 
best. 

There have been a number of studies initiated by Brewer 
[1978] and Chen and Millero [1979] and continued by Chen 
and collaborators in a series of papers [Chen and Pytkowicz, 
1979; Chen, 1982a, b; 1984; Chen and Poisson, 1984; Chen 
et al., 1985, 1986; Chen and Drake, 1986] that have at- 
tempted to estimate 5•CO• directly from ocean measure- 
ments. The •CO2 concentrations are corrected for the addi- 

tion of organic matter by using the apparent oxygen utiliza- 
tion (estimated by subtracting the observed oxygen from 
the saturation oxygen at the potential temperature of the 
water sample) times an appropriate Redfield ratio, and for 
the addition of CaCOa by using alkalinity. The quantity ob- 
tained by subtracting the estimated preformed ECO2 from 
the corrected ECO• should then be 5•CO• . A critique of 
this work by $hiller [1981] raises serious questions regarding 
the role of mixing and its impact on the choice of end mem- 
ber water types to which Chen et al. [1982] respond (see also 
further response by $hiller [1982]). Broecker et al. [1985b] 
were also critical because of the large uncertainties involved 
in the many assumptions necessitated by this approach. On 
the other hand, the estimates of pre-industrial pCO2 made 
by Chen and collaborators, e.g., the value of 268 -913 ppm 
reported on by Chen and Poisson, are lower than the ice 
core measurements of Neftel et al. [1985] and Friedli et al. 
[1986], by only •10 ppm, which is within the error of Chen 
and Poisson's estimate. Furthermore, the pattern of their 
estimated 5ECO2 is generally what one would expect from 
transient tracer observations. We therefore believe that a 

comparison with the model results is useful. 
Figure 11 shows a comparison of model predicted 5ECO2 

with estimates of this quantity by Chen and Drake [1986] 
along the GEOSECS Atlantic track, and along two north- 
south sections in the Pacific at 150øW and 165øE taken from 

Chen et al. [1986]. The model's inadequate penetration of 
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Fig. 11. Comparison of model calculated 5ECO2 with data-based estimates of the same quantity obtained as 
discussed in the text: (a) sections along the Western Atlantic GEOSECS track (data-based estimates on the right 
are from Chen and Drake [1986]), (b) sections along a north-south track at 150øW (data-based estimates on the 
right are from Chen et al. [1986]), and (c) sections along a north-south track at 165øE in the Pacific (data-based 
estimates on the right are from Chen et al. [1986]). 

North Atlantic Deep Water as discussed by Toggweiler et al. 
[1989a] is clearly evident in the comparison of Figure 11a 
along the Atlantic GEOSECS track. The deep penetration 
of 5•2CO2 in the Southern Ocean which Maier-Reimer and 
Hasselmann [1987] obtained in their model (Figure 9b) is 

not supported by the data based estimates of Figure 11a, 
which agree reasonably well with our model results. 

The two North Pacific sections of Chen et al. [1986] (Fig- 
ures 11b and 11c) show a penetration similar to that ob- 
tained by our model, although the structure is somewhat 
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different. These differences may reflect significant problems 
in the model's thermocline ventilation, but the errors in the 
data are too large for it to be worth studying them in de- 
tail. The task of validating the model thermocline ventila- 
tion is better left to comparisons of model predictions with 
bomb produced tritium observations [e.g., $armiento, 1983] 
or other tracers such as the chlorofiuorocarbons. 

The only attempt known to us to estimate the time evo- 
lution of oceanic pCO9. is that of Takahashi et al. [1983] 
who give a figure summarizing the evolution of pCO2 in the 
region of the Sargasso Sea based on 1959 International Geo- 
physical Year (IGY) data, 1972 GEOSECS data, and 1982 
Transient Tracers in the Ocean (TTO) data. Takahashi et 
al. obtained their estimate from a least squares linear fit 
to oceanic pCO9. versus temperature for all data with tem- 
peratures greater than 10øC in the region 30ø-40øN and 
60ø-80øW. The pCO9. shown in Takahashi et al.'s figure is 
the mean obtained from the regression, which corresponds 
to a mean surface temperature of 19.6øC. Figure 12 shows a 
comparison of the annual mean of our model prediction with 
Takahashi et al.'s estimate. The model average is for the 
la.rger region 30ø-50øN, 30ø-80øW to allow sufficient model 
grid boxes (n--37) to perform the regression. The area used 
by Takahashi et al. could not be utilized here because only 

four model grid boxes are included and the annual mean 
temperatures do not include the 19.6øC average obtained 
by Takahashi et al. The slope of our model results is not as 
steep as the estimate of Takahashi et al., but it is difficult to 
put great confidence in the observational constraints, since 
spatial and seasonal resolution is limited. 

The other data to which our model can be compared are 
estimates of oceanic uptake of CO2 based on measurements 
of air-sea CO2 difference. Tans et al. [1990] use such mea- 
surements to estimate an oceanic uptake of 1.88 GtC/yr for 
the period between 1972 and 1989 with a gas exchange co- 
efficient that is comparable to the one we used in our model 
(Column A of Table 6). Our model gives an average uptake 
of 1.69 GtC/yr for the same period (Column B of Table 6), 
in good agreement with the data-based estimates. The geo- 
graphic distribution of our perturbation uptake is, of course, 
different from the data-based air-sea CO9. exchange estimate 
of Tans et al., because the latter includes an overlay of the 
pre-industrial fluxes. The dominant feature of the estimated 
pre-industrial fluxes obtained by taking the difference be- 
tween our perturbation model and a normalized version of 
Tans et al.'s data-based estimate is a large outflow of +1.65 
GtC/yr in the Equatorial band, balanced by an uptake of 
-1.74 GtC/yr in the southern hemisphere subtropics (Col- 
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Fig. 12. Comparison of estimates of changes in oceanic pC02 through time by Takahashi et al. [1083] with 
model-predicted 6pCO2. The line through Takahashi et al.'s data is taken from his paper. His calculation gave 
low weight to the early estimate. 

TABLE 6. Estimates of Pre-industrial Air-Sea Flux 

A B C D 

Anthropogenic Pre-industrial Pre-industrial 
Region Total Flux CO•. Uptake CO•. Flux Region CO•. Flux 
> 15øN -0.59 -0.38 -0.15 > 15.6øN -1.69 

15øS - 15øN + 1.30 -0.48 + 1.65 15.6 ø S- 15.6ø N + 1.83 
50 ø S- 15 ø S - 2.39 -0.41 - 1.74 39.1 ø S- 15.6 ø S -0.58 

90 ø S- 50 ø S -0.20 -0.42 +0.24 90 ø S- 39.1ø S +0.44 

Total -1.88 -1.69 0.00 0.00 

All fluxes are given in GtC/yr with positive indicating a flux out of the ocean. Column A is the total flux as estimated 
from 1972-1989 ocean observations by Tans et al. [1990], including their correction of 0.37 GtC/yr to the Equatorial flux in 
order to account for the effect of E1 Nifio. Column B is the 1972-1989 mean anthropogenic CO9. uptake calculated by this 
study. Column C is the pre-industrial CO•. flux estimated from (1.69/1.88) Col. A-Col. B . Column D is the pre-industrial 
CO9. flux estimated by Keeling et al. [1989b] for 1984. 
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umn C of Table 6). However, a large southern hemisphere 
sink is inconsistent with results obtained from atmospheric 
models and data, as discussed in the following section. 

3.4. Comparison With Atmospheric Model Studies 

The large southern hemisphere oceanic sink which is sug- 
gested by data-based estimates such as those summarized in 
Column A of Table 6, requires a large interhemispheric CO2 
transport within the atmosphere from fossil CO2 sources in 
the northern hemisphere, even after the geographical dis- 
tribution of terrestrial biota sources and sinks is taken into 

consideration. Such a transport is not supported by 3-D at- 
mospheric transport models constrained with the observed 
interhemispheric CO• gradient [Tans et al., 1990](cf. also 
Heimann et al. [1986] and Keeling et at. [1989b] as well as 
2-D studies by Enting and Mansbridge [1989], Tans et al. 
[1989], and references contained therein). 

Tans et al. [1990] solve this difiqculty in their scenarios 
5 to 8 by ignoring the data-based southern hemisphere air- 
sea exchange flux estimates, while accepting those in the 
northern hemisphere (see Table 7), arguing that the former 
are rather poorly constrained by the data. These scenarios 
give a total oceanic uptake of only -0.3 to -0.8 GtC/yr 
for the period 1981-1987, leading them to conclude that 
the oceanic uptake is at most -1 GtC/yr. The remaining 
CO• is placed in the northern hemisphere temperate latitude 
terrestrial biota, with a resultant total net terrestrial sink 
of between -1.7 and -2.0 GtC/yr. This is in contrast to 
a net terrestrial sink of 0.0 GtC/yr obtained from Table 1 
by summing the deforestation source of .].1.6 GtC/yr to the 
missing sink of-1.6 GtC/yr, which we believe is due to 
uptake by terrestrial biota. 

Keeling et al.'s [1989b] 3-D atmospheric CO• transport 
model is not able to support a large interhemispheric trans- 
port of CO• either. However, they solve the problem 
by putting a large flux of CO2 into the northern hemi- 
sphere ocean (see Table 7) primarily by adjusting their pre- 
industrial air-sea flux estimates (see Column D of Table 
6). Their final scenario has a total oceanic uptake flux for 
1984 of-2.30 GtC/yr, and net terrestrial sink of only -0.46 
GtC/yr, both of which are close to the values in Table 1, and 
in good agreement with our ocean model results. Keeling et 
al. are also in agreement with Scenarios i and 2 of Tans 
et al., which are obtained by ignoring the data-based ocean 
CO• exchange measurements (see Table 7). 

The Keeling et at. [1989b] scenario and Tans et at. [1990] 
Scenarios i and 2 have northern hemisphere oceanic CO• 
uptakes that are four times the data-based estimates (Ta- 
ble 7). Their southern hemisphere subtropical gyre up- 

takes are about half the data-based estimate. Could the 
data-based estimates be this far off? Tans et al. estimate 

the oceanic CO• uptake from kgApCO•, with ApCO2 from 
maps made with measurements obtained during 1972-1989. 
Pacific equatorial measurements from the 1982-1983 and 
1986-1987 E1 Nifio periods are excluded. Their kg has a 
global average value of 0.067 mol m -• yr -1 ppm -1 using 
the winds of Esbensen and Kushnir [1981], and is in good 
agreement with our average of 0.065 mol m -2 yr -1 ppm -1. 
However, the Tans et al. ApCO• data set has reasonably 
good coverage only in certain portions of the North Pacific 
and Atlantic, with relatively poor coverage elsewhere, par- 
ticularly in the Southern Indian and Pacific Oceans. The un- 
certainty in the Tans et al. data-based flux estimate would 
obviously be quite large in the poorly sampled regions, but 
can it be so large in the North Atlantic and Pacific? As a 
measure of the difiqculty, we note that Keeling et al.'s sce- 
nario has a 1980 air-sea CO• difference (ApCO2) of-19 
ppm in Pacific north of 15.6øN, as compared with -]-2 ob- 
tained from the observations by Tans et al. In the North 
Atlantic, Keeling et al. [1989b] obtain a ApCO• of-66 
ppm north of 23.5øN, which is reduced to -52 ppm by in- 
clusion of horizontal atmospheric diffusion and a wind speed 
dependent gas exchange. Tans et al.'s data-based estimate 
for the North Atlantic is -37 ppm north of 50øN, and -15 
ppm between 15øN and 50øN. 

The difference between the North Pacific and North At- 

lantic Keeling et al. [1989b] model estimates, and the ob- 
servations of Tans et al. [1990], seem too large to explain 
as resulting from measurement uncertainty, although there 
is evidence which shows that temporal variability in oceanic 
pCO• is also large. Watson et al. [1991b] found a la variabil- 
ity of about q- 10 ppm for several locations in the northeast 
Atlantic during the Joint Global Ocean Flux North Atlantic 
Bloom Experiment in 1989. Wong and Chan [1991] found 
that pCO• at Ocean Weather Station Papa in the North 
Pacific (50øN 145øW) varied between 290 and 340 ppm dur- 
ing the period 1973 to 1978. Watson et al. conclude that 
several tens of measurements would be needed at each loca- 

tion in order to define the atmospheric flux of CO• into the 
ocean to a small fraction of a gigaton. More measurements 
would help to resolve this issue. A most valuable contribu- 
tion would be to obtain more detailed time series stations 

that would make it possible to develop a better understand- 
ing of the variability of air-sea fluxes and appropriate large 
scale sampling strategies. 

One possible way of reconciling atmospheric modeling 
approaches, oceanic flux observations, and model-based 
oceanic anthropogenic CO2 uptake estimates would be if 

TABLE 7. Comparison of Tans et al. [1990] Air-Sea Fluxes With Keeling et al. [1989b] 
Tans et al. [1990] 

Scenarios Scenarios 

Region Data 1 and 2 5 to 8 Region 

Keeling et al. [1989 b] 

Scenario 

> 15øN -0.6 -2.4 -0.6 > 15.6øN -2.3 
15øS - 15øN 71.6 71.0 71.3 15.6ø S - 15.6ø N 71.1 
50øS - 15øS -2.4 - 1.2 - 1.7 39.1øS- 15.6øS - 1.1 
90 ø S- 50 ø S -0.2 .]-0.5 .]-0.5 90 ø S- 39.1 ø S .]-0.0 

Total -1.6 -2.1 -0.5 -2.3 

Fluxes are given in GtC/yr with positive indicating a flux out of the ocean. The Tans et al. [1990] model results 
are averages for the scenarios indicated and correspond to the period 1980-1987. The data estimates are obtained from 
observations for the period 1972-1989. The Keeling et al. [1989b] results are taken from their Table 10 and correspond to 
May 15, 1984. 
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the atmospheric models have inadequate interhemispheric 
exchange. The study of Tans et al. [1990] makes use of 
the 3-D atmospheric tracer model developed at the God- 
dard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) for studies of CO2 
transport by Fung et al. [1987]. It was necessary to in- 
troduce horizontal diffusion to the model in order to sim- 

ulate the interhemispheric transport of chlorofiuorocarbons 
and SSKr [Prather et al., 1987; Jacob et al., 1987]. Keeling 
et al. [1989b] use the model developed by Heimann and 
Keeling [1989], which is also based on the GISS model, but 
with wind fields obtained from observations. This model 

also includes horizontal diffusion. The end result of these 

two approaches is similar, as a comparison of Tans et al.'s 
Scenarios i and 2 with Keeling et al.'s scenario shows (see 
Table 7). There may still be room for some uncertainty in 
the fact that the seasonal behavior of the interhemispheric 
gradient of chlorofiuorocarbons and kryptonv85 is very dif- 
ferent from that of CO2 . However, an ongoing study of the 
problem with a higher resolution atmospheric model at the 
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, which is able to fit 
chlorofiuorocarbon-11 data reasonably well without any spe- 
cial adjustments, also gives a low interhemispheric transport 
of anthropogenic CO• (P. Kasibhatla, personal communica- 
tion, 1991). In conclusion, we take as a working hypothesis 
that the atmospheric transport models are correct in their 
result that the total southern hemisphere oceanic CO2 up- 
take cannot be as large as that obtained by the data-based 
air-sea exchange estimates of Tans et al. [1990]. We also take 
as a working hypothesis that the data-based North Atlantic 
and North Pacific air-sea exchange estimates obtained by 
Tans et al. are known sufficiently well to rule out the large 
northern hemisphere air-sea CO2 uptake scenario of Keeling 
et al. [1989b]. Finally, we firmly believe that our oceanic up- 
take estimate of 1.9 GtC/yr represents a lower limit to the 
total uptake of anthropogenic CO2 by the oceans. In the 
conclusion section we discuss possible ways of reconciling 
these conflicting results. 

3.5. Influence of Gas Exchange on CO2 Uptake and 
Radiocarbon Model Validation 

There is considerable controversy over the magnitude of 
the gas exchange coefficient (e.g., compare the gas exchange 
rate of Broecker et al. [1985a], which we use, with that of 
Liss and Merlivat [1986] or Watson et al. [1991a]) so a series 
of simulations have been performed to examine sensitivity 
of the model results to gas exchange rate. 

In simple 1-D ocean models, one finds that vertical mixing 
within the oceans, as opposed to gas exchange, is the rate 
limiting step for perturbation CO2 uptake by the oceans 
[e.g., Siegenthaler, 1983]. As a result, the oceanic up- 
take of perturbation CO2 is relatively insensitive to the gas 
exchange coefficient. However, there axe many regions of the 
ocean, such as axeas of strong upwelling and vertical con- 
vective overturning, where the extent of disequilibrium with 
atmospheric perturbation CO2 will be significantly greater 
than that obtained by 1-D models. The flux of perturbation 
CO2 into the ocean in such regions should show more sensi- 
tivity to the gas exchange coefficient than that shown by 1-D 
models [e.g., Memery and Merlivat, 1985]. Thus, a detailed 
sensitivity study of the 3-D simulation results is necessary. 
We have performed several such studies, summaxized in Ta- 
ble 8. We discuss in greatest detail the simulation in which 
the gas exchange coefficient was doubled (A3.1) over the 
standard simulation. 

The regions of the model ocean which axe well out of equi- 
librium with the atmospheric fossil CO2 perturbation can be 
seen in Figures 2a and 4a. Note that the air-sea pCO2 differ- 
ence, ASpCO2, shown in the figures is the difference between 
the perturbations in ocean and atmosphere, as defined in Ta- 
ble 2. It should not be confused with the difference between 

the absolute partial pressures, ApCO2, that drives the total 
local exchange flux. The high correlation of these regions 
with areas of strong upwelling (paxticularly along the equa- 
tor) and with areas of convective overturning (particularly 
in high latitude deep water formation regions) can be clearly 
seen by comparing Figure 4a with Figure 3. A doubling of 
the gas exchange coefficient significantly increases the flux 
into the ocean in these regions, as would be expected (Figure 
13a). However, the increase in the flux is much less than the 
factor of two increase in the gas exchange coefficient. This is 
because the laxger flux of perturbation CO2 into the ocean 
attributable to more intense gas exchange adds CO2 to the 
surface at a rate faster than it can be transported to depth. 
The surface CO2 concentration therefore increases (Figure 
13b), reducing the air-sea pCO2 difference and thus the flux. 

Despite the larger fluxes in some regions of the doubled 
gas exchange rate simulation (A3.1), the overall effect upon 
total model inventory is small (Table 8) because the area 
of these regions is relatively small, and because almost the 
entire subtropical region is either unchanged or actually has 
a reduced flux (see Figure 13a). The reduced CO2 flux in 
the subtropics is explained by the nature of the supply of 

TABLE 8. Sensitivity of CO2 Uptake to Gas Exchange Coefficient in 
Simulations With Prescribed Atmospheric CO2 Concentration 

Oceanic Uptake 
_ 

.v• (1750-1986) 
mol Normalized Normalized 

Simulation m 2 yr ppm to A1.1 Gt C to A1.1 
Simulations Using Esbensen and Kushnir [1981] Winds 

A1.1 (standard) 0.065 1.00 
A2.1 (kg- 1.2x standard) 0.078 1.20 
A3.1 (kg -- 2.0x standaxd) 0.130 2.00 
A5.1 (k• from Liss and Merlivat [1986]) 0.029 0.55 

Simulations Using a Spatially Constant Gas Exchange 
A4.1 (standard) 0.065 1.00 
A6.1 (same as Maier-Reimer and Hasselmann [1987]) 0.050 0.77 

100.6 1.000 

103.1 1.025 

109.8 1.091 

89.1 0.886 

98.0 0.974 

94.0 0.934 

*Here, •ave is the average over ice-free ocean. 
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surface waters to the subtropics, where downwelling predom- 
inates (see Figures 3a and 6), which is primarily convergent 
Ekman transport from regions of upwelling in the subpo- 
lar region and at the Equator (see Figure 6). The increased 
gas exchange in simulation A3.1 leads to a more efficient per- 
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Fig. 13. Difference between the (a) zonal mean annual flux and 
(b) 5pCO2 of simulation with the doubled gas exchange rate case, 
version A3.1, and A1.1 (A3.1 - A1.1). 

turbation CO2 invasion into the upwelling waters within the 
subpolar and Equatorial regions, so that by the time these 
waters arrive in the subtropics, they have less capacity to 
absorb CO2 than in simulation A1.1. 

Table 8 and Figure 14 summarize the results of a fur- 
ther series of studies that were carried out to examine the 

sensitivity of the perturbation CO• uptake to the magni- 
tude of the gas exchange. Simulations A2.1 and A3.1, with 
an increase of 20% and 100% in the gas exchange coeffi- 
cient over our standard A1.1 simulation, give an increase 
of only 2.5% and 9.2%, respectively, in the cumulative CO, uptake to 1986. Simulation A5.1 was carried out in order 

to study how the CO,uptake would be affected by the Liss 
and Merlivat [1986] gas exchange coefficient formulation. It 
has an average gas exchange coefficient which is 45% of that 
in A1.1, and a cumulative uptake which is lower than that 
of A1.1 by 11.4%. The summary in Figure 14 suggests that 
the sensitivity of perturbation CO,uptake to gas exchange 
increases at lower gas exchange coefficients. Such a result 
would be as expected: with lower gas exchange coefficients, 
the vertical overturning in the model will become less domi- 
nant as the factor limiting uptake and there should be more 
sensitivity to the gas exchange coefficient. 

A measure of the sensitivity of the perturbation CO2 flux 
to the structure of the wind speed dependence of the gas 
exchange coefficient formulation can be obtained by com- 
paring Simulation A4.1 with A1.1. Simulation A4.1 has a 
spatially constant gas exchange coefficient equal to the area 
weighted average of A1.1 (0.065 mol m -"yr -• ppm -•). The 
uptake is 2.6% lower than A1.1, showing only a modest sen- 
sitivity to the difference in pattern between these two cases. 
This somewhat unexpected finding is partly a result of op- 
posing effects (see Figures 2a and 2b): near 60øN and 60øS 
the higher than average kg leads to a larger uptake in simula- 
tion A1.1 than in A4.1, but in the equatorial region, with its 
low wind speeds, the situation is reversed. Simulation A6.1 
uses the same gas exchange coefficient as the Maier-Reimer 
and Hasselmann [1987] study: a spatially constant value of 
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Fig. 14. Oceanic uptake of CO2 versus global average gas exchange coefficient over ice-free ocean for various model 
simulations (see Table 8). Models A1.1 (the standard case), A2.1, A3.1, and A5.1, indicated by crosses, all have 
wind speed dependent gas exchange using Esbensen and Kushnir's [1981] data. A smoothed line is drawn through 
these results. Models A4.1 and A6.1, indicated by open circles, use constant gas exchange coefficients. Note that 
model A4.1, which uses a constant gas exchange coefficient equal to the global average of A1.1, has a lower CO2 
uptake than A1.1. The solid circle gives model result A6.1 as adjusted by the fractional difference between A4.1 
and A1.1. 
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0.050 mol m -2 yr -• ppm -•. Figure 14 shows that the cu- 
mulative CO2 uptake predicted by A6.1, when increased by 
the 2.6% difference between A4.1 and A1.1, falls on the line 
drawn between other model results which used a wind speed 
dependent gas exchange coefficient formulation. 

The 3-D results thus confirm the simple 1-D models re- 
sults showing very low sensitivity of perturbation CO2 up- 
take to gas exchange. The CO• flux is relatively sensitive 
to the gas exchange coefficient in regions of strong vertical 
exchange, but the overall impact of these regions is small. 
This is partly because the area of these regions is small, and 
partly because the perturbation CO2 flux in areas of weak 
vertical exchange in the subtropics responds in the oppo- 
site direction. Taken over the ocean as a whole, vertical 
exchange is the dominant process in limiting perturbation 
CO• flux into the ocean. However, it remains to be seen 
if low sensitivity will still be exhibited by models which in- 
clude the seasonally varying mixed layer depth, the effect 
of seasonal changes in gas exchange coefficient, and the ef- 
fect of seasonal changes on CO• solubility (which affects the 
air-sea difference,A•pCO•, for a given 5Y•CO2 ) 

Both Monfray et al. [1989] and Bacastow and Maier- 
Reimer [1990] employed the 3-D Hamburg ocean model and 
found the same low sensitivity of oceanic CO• uptake to gas 
exchange. Bacastow and Maier-Reimer's study of the effect 
of a doubled gas exchange gives an increase in oceanic CO2 
uptake of 5.0% for the period 1955-1975 (their ocean-borne 
fraction increases by 0.016 compared with their standard 
case result of 0.32). Their 5.0% increase is comparable to 
our 5.9% increase obtained for the same period (an ocean- 
borne fraction of 0.373 for our standard case versus 0.395 

for the doubled gas exchange case). The small difference 
between these results is probably due to some combination 
of the difference in the forcing functions and the difference in 
kg. That is, Bacastow and Maier-Reimer force their model 
with fossil CO• production and a constant kg; we force ours 
with observed atmospheric CO• and wind-speed dependent 
kg. 

Unlike CO•, radiocarbon uptake by the oceans is rela- 
tively sensitive to the gas exchange coefficient because it 
takes --•10 times longer for the surface concentration of ra- 
diocarbon to equilibrate with the atmosphere than it does 
for CO• [Broecker and Peng, 1982]. In the case of CO• , the 
surface concentration adjusts quickly to an increased gas 
exchange coefficient by reducing the air-sea CO2 difference 
so that the net flux of CO• increases only moderately. In 
the case of radiocarbon the surface concentration adjusts by 
only a small amount, so that the net flux changes nearly in 
direct proportion to the changes in the gas exchange coeffi- 
cient. Thus, simulation P• of Toggweiler et al. [1989b], which 
has a 20% higher gas exchange than their simulation P, pre- 
dicts a greatly improved bomb radiocarbon inventory which 
is lower than the observations by less than 4% as compared 
to 16% for P. However, this improvement is associated with 
surface radiocarbon concentrations that are higher than ob- 
set vations. One might therefore conclude that an improved 
bomb radiocarbon uptake model will require both more in- 
tense gas exchange (to increase the flux into the ocean) and 
more intense surface to deep ocean exchange (to reduce the 
surface concentration). An increased surface to deep ocean 
exchange, the need for which is suggested by the foregoing 
discussion, would increase the CO• uptake significantly. 

There is a difficulty with this interpretation, however. 
The gas exchange coefficient used by Toggweiler et al. 

[1989a, b] is the natural and bomb radiocarbon based wind 
speed dependent formulation of Broecker et al. [1985a] 
which we use here. This formulation gives a global aver- 
age CO• gas exchange of 0.065 mol m -• yr -• ppm -• with 
the vector-averaged annual mean wind speeds of Esbensen 
and Kushnir [1981]. The gas exchange coefficient formula- 
tion of Liss and Merlivat [1986] gives a global average CO2 
gas exchange of only 0.029 mol m -• yr -• ppm -• with the 
same winds. If the latter formulation is closer to reality, it 
will be difficult, if not impossible, to reconcile radiocarbon 
model predictions with oceanic observations. 

One avenue of research that is being undertaken to resolve 
this issue is to attempt new analyses of wind speeds, for ex- 
ample, by using satellite scatterometer measurements and 
including temporal variability. A recent overview by Etcheto 
and Merlivat [1988] gives a range of global gas exchange co- 
efficients of 0.029 to 0.042 mol m -• yr -• ppm -• (Thomas et 
al. [1988] and Monfray [1987], respectively) resulting from 
the Liss and Merlivat [1986] gas exchange coefficient formu- 
lation using different wind speed data sets (cf. also Erickson 
[1989] and Helmann and Monfray [1989]). However, even the 
highest wind speeds from these results are significantly lower 
than what the radiocarbon observations require. It has been 
suggested that CO• gas exchange may be enhanced by car- 
bonic anhydrase catalysis, but evidence for this has yet to 
be found in the oceans [Goldman and Denneff, 1983]. 

Studies which show promise of resolving the inconsistency 
between the Liss and Merlivat gas exchange rate and the ra- 
diocarbon results are those which give evidence suggesting 
that the Liss and Merlivat function may indeed be too low. 
Wanninkhof [1992] shows new evidence for the importance 
of fetch in determining the gas exchange rate and suggests 
that the low gas exchange rate of Liss and Merlivat is based 
on fetch limited studies. On the other hand, the open ocean 
results of Watson et al. [1991] agree with the Liss and Mer- 
livat function. The study of $pitzer and Jenkins [1989] sug- 
gests an important role for bubble injection at lower wind 
speeds than Liss and Merlivat, with overall gas exchange 
rates that are higher than those of Liss and Merlivat. To 
resolve the discrepancy between gas exchange rates and ra- 
diocarbon results requires not only further studies of gas 
exchange, but also better observational constraints on sur- 
face radiocarbon concentrations and bomb radiocarbon in- 

ventories so that these can be determined as accurately as 
possible. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Our simulation of fossil CO2 uptake makes use of a sim- 
plified model of ocean chemistry based on approximating 
surface ocean properties with a constant salinity and 
kalinity, and with a pre-anthropogenic surface •CO2 that 
is taken to be in equilibrium with an atmospheric CO• of 
280 ppm everywhere. Our perturbation model does not in- 
clude biological fluxes and assumes that these have been 
unchanged since pre-industrial time. When forced with the 
Siple ice core/Mauna Loa atmospheric pCO2 record of Fig- 
ure 1 a, the combined observed atmospheric uptake and mod- 
eled oceanic uptake of CO2 between 1958 and 1986 (exclud- 
ing other sinks) is 9.6% less than the estimated fossil fuel 
CO2 emission. A net emission from terrestrial vegetation 
sources, such as very likely exists, would make this "missing 
sink" even larger. 

One of the most important problems of carbon cycle re- 
search is to determine where all the additional CO2 is going. 
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Models of the ocean place strong constraints on what pro- 
cesses are important in determining the oceanic sink. Start- 
ing at the surface of the ocean, the results of this study 
confirm earlier work with simpler models showing that the 
magnitude of the gas exchange coefficient is not an impor- 
tant factor in model estimates of CO2 uptake. Simulations 
with variations in the gas exchange coefficient of order 100% 
lead to substantial local modifications in the CO2 uptake, 
but the global impact is only of order 10%. Still, the model 
described here is based on mean annual conditions and does 

not take into account seasonal processes that may be of im- 
portance. However, based on the low sensitivity shown by 
our gas exchange experiments, the inclusion of seasonality 
probably will not affect the results significantly except lo- 
cally. To test this, simulations with seasonal models are now 
being prepared. It should be noted that, although a better 
knowledge of the gas exchange coefficient will not have a 
significant impact on model simulations, it is of critical im- 
portance to estimates of CO2 flux from direct measurements 
of the air-sea CO• difference, since the flux estimated this 
way is directly proportional to the magnitude of the gas 
exchange coefficient. 

Our parameterization of ocean chemistry is highly simpli- 
fied, and it does not take into consideration new results by 
Goyet and Poisson [1989] suggesting that the carbonic acid 
dissociation constants used in our work may be incorrect. A 
more realistic parameterization of the ocean chemistry will 
give slightly different relationships between the perturbation 
in the partial pressure of CO• and that in total carbon (the 
buffer factor). The carbonic acid dissociation constants of 
Goyet and Poisson give moderately higher buffer factors at 
lower temperatures. Carbon cycle models need to be devel- 
oped which solve for the actual total carbon and alkalinity 
fields, such as those of Maier-Reimer and Hasselmann [1987] 
and Bacastow and Maier-Reimer [1990]. However, the com- 
parison of our model results with these studies, and some 
preliminary calculations with the Goyet and Poisson disso- 
ciation constants, suggest that neither of these changes is 
likely to have a large effect on simulated CO• uptake by the 
ocean. 

We come, now, to the ocean circulation. The bomb radio- 
carbon simulation of Toggweiler et al. [1989b], which used 
the on-line version of our ocean circulation model, under- 
predicts the estimated GEOSECS inventory by 16%, which 
is only partially compensated for in the off-line version. The 
Toggweiler et al. sensitivity study discussed in section 3.5 
suggests that an increase of the surface to deep exchange 
will be required to improve the radiocarbon simulation. An 
increased vertical exchange will also increase the CO2 up- 
take, since it is clear from our simulations with different 
gas exchange coefficients that gas exchange is not limiting 
CO• uptake. One modification to the model that has been 
shown to give an enhancement of vertical exchange is to ori- 
ent the mixing tensor along isopycnal surfaces (K. Dixon, 
personal communication, 1991). Seasonal forcing also needs 
to be included, although recent simulations suggest that the 
impact of this on tracer uptake is surprisingly small (J. R. 
Toggweiler, personal communication, 1991). 

We conclude, from the underestimate of the bomb radio- 
carbon uptake, in the on-line version of our model, which is 
only partially compensated for in the off-line version, that 
our simulation most likely provides a lower limit to anthro- 
pogenic CO• uptake by the ocean if the background carbon 

cycle is in steady state. Our value of 1.9 GtC/yr for 1980 to 
1989 is close to the IPCC assessment average of 2.0 GtC/yr 
given in Table I [Houghton et al., 1990]. However, it is in- 
consistent with the uptake estimate of Tans et al. [1990] 
which they obtain with an atmospheric model constrained 
with atmospheric data, from which they conclude that the 
oceanic uptake must occur primarily in the northern hemi- 
sphere. Based on this constraint, combined with data-based 
estimates of air-sea exchange, they suggest that oceanic up- 
take is less than I GtC/yr. Our ocean model strongly sup- 
ports the high oceanic CO• uptake scenario. It is difficult to 
see how one can make reasonable predictions of the oceanic 
bomb radiocarbon uptake without also obtaining a pertur- 
bation CO• uptake of order 2 GtC/yr. One possible way of 
reconciling these results is if there has been an alteration in 
the natural cycling of carbon in the ocean. A reduction of 
oceanic uptake of CO2 would require a reduction in the ex- 
port of organic or inorganic carbon to the abyss by a change 
in the behavior of ocean biology or the circulation between 
the period when the bomb radiocarbon measurements were 
made in the early 1970's , and the 1980-1987 time span 
considered by Tans et al. It is the possibility that these pro- 
cesses might play a significant role in the future behavior of 
the ocean carbon cycle, or that they may already be playing 
a role, that has led us to begin the development of models of 
ocean biology [Sarmiento et al., 1989]. On the other hand, 
the pre-industrial South Pole ice core data of $iegenthaler 
et al. [1988], with its modest fluctuations of order • 5 ppm 
over 1000 years, suggest to us that is unlikely that ocean bi- 
ology or circulation could be making such a large difference. 

Another way of reconciling high oceanic anthropogenic 
CO• uptake estimates obtained by ocean circulation models 
with low uptake estimate of Tans et al. [1990], is if a substan- 
tial portion of the uptake occurs by river transport into the 
northern hemisphere ocean. The Tans et al. constraint on 
northern hemisphere oceanic uptake is based on their air-sea 
exchange estimates. Such estimates would not take into ac- 
count transport by rivers. J. L. Sarmiento and E. Sundquist 
(Oceanic uptake of anthropogenic CO•: A new budget, sub- 
mitted to Nature, 1991) conclude that river transport may 
indeed be significant, although it is not sufficient to explain 
all of the discrepancy. Further progress on this problem is 
going to require improved spatial and temporal resolution 
of measurements of the air-sea CO• difference, as well as an 
improved understanding of the gas exchange coefficient. 

The atmospheric transport models in Tans et al. [1990] 
and Keeling et al. [1989b] also require a small southern hemi- 
sphere oceanic sink. This implies that the pre-industrial air- 
sea CO• flux, which we did not predict in our study, must 
have had a large southern hemisphere source and northern 
hemisphere sink such as that in Keeling et al.'s scenario 
shown in Column D of Table 6. This would have required a 
southward transport in the ocean, evidence for which should 
still exist [Brewer et al., 1989; W. S. Broecker and T. H. 
Peng, Interhemispheric transport of CO2 by the great ocean 
conveyor, submitted to Nature, 1991]. 

APPENDIX 

We have carried out a series of simulations of the oceanic 

response to pulse inputs of atmospheric CO• at time 0 
of 0.25x, lx, and 3x the pre-industrial pCO• of 280 ppm. 
Maier-Reimer and Hasselmann [1987] show that the results 
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TABLE A1. Coeffiecients for Exponential Fits to the Atmospheric Response to a Pulse Input 
Initial A0 A• 
Input years years years years 
0.25 0.164 0.245 358.8 0.302 60.8 0.229 10.3 0.059 1.0 

1.00 0.174 0.275 376.6 0.307 67.7 0.189 10.7 0.054 0.9 

3.00 0.208 0.358 433.3 0.261 83.9 0.131 11.2 0.042 0.8 

The numbers given in the initial input column are the fraction by which the atmospheric pCO:z was increased above its 
pre-industrial value of 280 ppm. 

from such simulations can be usefully represented as a linear 
impulse response Green's function consisting of a superpos- 
ition of exponentials 

a(t) -- Ao q- E Ajexp(-t/•'j) 
J 

The atmospheric CO:Z signal y(t) can then be given as a 
function of an arbitrary emission function x(t). If the time 
span t is broken down into n finite intervals, we have 

n 

= x - i) 
i--1 

y(t) and x(t) have units of atmospheric concentration (GtC 
or ppm). One can also use this approach to deconvolve the 
source function x(t) from the observed atmospheric CO2 
signal y(t). Noting that G(1) = 1, we have for the deconvo- 
lution 

n 

= - x - i) 

The value of this approach has been further demonstrated by 
Harvey [1989], who has used the functions given by Maier- 
Reimer and Hasselmann in his study of scenarios for the 
management of CO:z . Table A1 summarizes the Aj and •-j 
coefficients we obtain from our study and which are used in 
generating the results shown in Table 5. 
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